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Summary. The problem of computing the edge rotation distance between trees is shown to be 
NP-hard. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In [1] Chartrand, Saba and Zou introduced the concept of the edge rotation 
distance between isomorphism classes of graphs. 

We say that a graph G can be transformed into a graph H by an edge rotation 
if G contains distinct vertices w, v and w such that uv e E(G)9 UW $ E(G) and H = 
= G — uv + uw. 

The edge rotation distance between graphs G and H9 written erd (G, H)9 is defined 
as the minimum number of edge rotations needed to transform G into a graph iso
morphic to H. In [1] it was shown that on the family of graphs having a fixed order 
and size, the distance function erd produces a metric space. Further, an upper bound 
for erd was presented. On the other hand, one may ask if there is a polynomial 
algorithm that computes erd. (Our NP-completeness terminology is that of [2].) 
Since 

erd (G, H) = 0 o G = H 

this question is also interesting from the NP-theoretical point of view. The affirmative 
answer would solve the open problem about NP-completeness of testing two graphs 
for isomorphism. 

In this paper the above question is answered in negative by showing the following 
problem ERD to be NP-hard: 
ERD : INSTANCE: Two graphs G, H having the same finite order and the same 

size, positive integer k; 
QUESTION: Is erd (G, H) = fc? 
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RESULT 

In this section we will show that the problem ERD is NP-complete even when 
restricted to trees. This will be done by transforming the 3-PARTITION problem 
to ERD. The 3-PARTITION problem is known to be NP-complete in the strong 
sense [2, p. 224] and is introduced as follows: 

INSTANCE: Set A of 3m elements, a bound BeZ+ (set of all positive integers) 

and a size s(a) e Z+ for each a e A such that BJA < s(a) < Bj2 and 
such that £ s(a) = Bm; 

aeA 

QUESTION: Can A be partitioned into m disjoint sets Au...9Am such that 
for i = 1 , . . . , m, YJ s(a) = -B? 

as At 

Note that each At must contain exactly three elements from A. 

Theorem. The problem ERD is NP-complete even when restricted to trees. 

Proof. As is customary with the proofs of NP-completeness we omit the trivial 
verification that ERD (when restricted to trees) is in the class NP. 

Now, given an instance of 3-PARTITION A = {au ..., a3m}9 BeZ+
9 and 

s(al), ...9s(a3m) in Z + , the corresponding instance of ERD is constructed by the 
following procedure: 

Let Pu ..., P3m be 3m distinct paths such that each Pt has s(a() vertices, and let 
ei9ft denote the two endpoints of path Pt. The graph G consists of paths Pu ..., P3m, 

(a, "» 

m paths 

Fig. 1. (a) Graph G (b) Graph H 
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all attached by their endpoints ei9..., e3m to an additional common vertex sx. The 
graph H consists of m paths of B vertices each, all joined at the end to a new common 
vertex s2. Observe that both G and H are trees of the same order mB -f 1 and the 
same size mB, see Figure 1. 

Finally, we put k = 2m. 
Let us suppose that ERD has "yes"-solution. Since the maximum degree of vertices 

in H is m while the vertex sx is of degree 3m in G, at least 2m edge rotations are 
needed to transform G into a graph isomorphic to H. Therefore there exists a se
quence 

G £ Gl9..., G2m+i s H 
of graphs such that 

Gl + i = Gt - ekst + ejx (l = k * / ^ 3m) . 

Consequently, we have 
£ s(a) = B (I ^ i <̂  m) where 

aeAi 

Ai = \ah, ai2, ah} o eh, eh, eh lie on the same path in the graph H — s2 (l ^ I*! 4= 
=}=i2 + i3 + it ^ 3m), and the 3-PARTITION problem has "yes"-solution. 

The converse is also true. Given a solution to the 3-PARTITION problem, suitable 
2m edge rotations can be found by "rotating" edges e^s^e^Si) to ei2fiv{eiji2, 
respectively) in G according to the partitioned sets At = {ait, ai2, ah). 

Since the graphs G, H have the number of vertices of the order of the numbers in
volved in 3-PARTITION, rather than the number of bits required to represent those 
numbers only the pseudopolynomial transformation from 3-PARTITION to ERD 
was exhibited. This does not matter, however, since 3-PARTITION is NP-complete 
in the strong sense. Hence ERD is NP-complete even when restricted to trees, QED. 
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Souhrn 

POZNÁMKA O VÝPOČETNÍ SLOŽITOSTI VÝPOČTU 
HRANOVĚ ROTAČNÍ VZDÁLENOSTI MEZI GRAFY 

MIRKO KŘIVÁNEK 

Ukazuje se, že problém určení hranově rotační vzdálenosti mezi dvěma stromy je NP-obtížný 
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Peзюмe 

ЗAMEЧAHИE O BЫЧИCЛИTEЛЬHOЙ CЛOЖHCCTИ BЫЧИCЛEHИЯ 
PEБEPHO-BPAЩATEЛЬHOГO PACCTOЯHИЯ MEЖДУ ДBУMЯ ГPAФAMИ 

MlRKO KŘIVÁNEK 

Дoкaзывaeтcя, чтo пpoблeмa вычиcлeния peбepнo-вpaщaтeльнoгo paccтoяния мeждy 
двyмы дepeвьями NP-тpyднaя. 

Authoŕs address: Katedra kybeгnetiky a informatiky MFF UK, Malostranské nám. 25, 
118 00Praha 1. 
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